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About This Game

Land of an Endless Journey is a first-person math puzzle game across different atmospheric landscapes.

Explore the beauty of nature across different landscapes.
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Solve math puzzles and pay attention where you move as you might get trapped!

Puzzles difficulty goes up while maintaining the same puzzle size.

Immerse yourself in a surreal world with lovely music.

As you were sailing in the Northern Sea, you find yourself near a mysterious land with no way to escape but to solve the trails.
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Title: Land of an Endless Journey
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Operation Codename
Publisher:
Operation Codename
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Ryzen 3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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best game, its possible translate to spanish?. They just added all the early access information after it was released. No tutorial, in
15 minutes I hit 3 invisible walls in the open world. Confusing UI. The Options menu on the main screen doesnt do anything. I
would have waited to purchase it, if they had early access listed on the product's release, but instead had to find out on my own.
Now that game is labelled as early access I can forgive that aspect. Has potential to be a fun simple game once completed..
Played this a bunch at PAX. It's a good time with friends. There are a few UI bugs but looks promising as an Early Access title..
People who recommend this game are fake. This game has no story, the whole game is exactly the same every time. Should be
free, or removed from Steam. Not worth my 0.79 cents.. It's so so. They try realy hard. It's kind of week an dlow quality in most
areas but it different things to do keeps yo captibated but games like x4 or just going to be this games killer. I gave it a thumbs
up because it occupied me until X:4 comes out.. As much as i was enthralled by the game during early access, i can't really
recommend it, if version 1.45(at the time of writing this) is considered full product.
Reasons:

1: The AI of townsfolk needs serious upgrades, you get no tools for emergency orders, like "Help me build walls" and they can't
manage they are too dumb to equip a scythe while farming, or a pickaxe while mining.
2: Graphics are too basic, the characters themselves are ok, but terrain and buildings are plain ugly
3: Needs more game modes, a town simulator, without some sort of sandbox kingdom mode to play in and interact with other
cities? No bueno.
4: It is suffering from clunky crafting tools mechanics and many more quality of life failures.

In the end: This game has great potential as an Early Access Title, but this is NOT a full version by far.

Which sucks badly, since i had really high hopes for it.. Very nice platformer with adjustable difficulty.

8.5 out of 10. Great game! The puzzles had just the right amount of challenge. I had to get a hint online for one puzzle, but other
than that I managed to work my way through to the end on my own.

The graphics look great, and the voice acting is excellent.

Only two (very minor) criticisms. The teleport arc should be visible, especially since the target would sometimes be outside of
the play area so you didn't know it was there at all. Also, using a table in the room as a kind of pseudo-inventory meant a lot of
extra running back and forth.

Still, those are minor quibbles that don't detract from a very enjoyable experience. I'm hoping the game is successful enough
that we'll get a sequel.
. Some bugs here and there, a few kinks here and there, but overall as of this current date, the game is fun to play, the first game
I've ever seen that literally lets you edit any weapon down to a key, I reccomend getting it.

EDIT:

Wrote my initial review when it came out. Devs dumped it soon after. have not touched it since. Not worth a single cent. Don't
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Abandoned Turd / Floating Public Bathroom Toilet Turd

(-10/10). Fun little game with a cute story and great art. Its short but its one of those games that would start to drag if it was any
longer.
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This is one of the most insane things I have ever seen. Literally unplayable, won't even launch. Says loading then just goes away
and stops.. Nice game if a bit short would love to see a second part.. I'm no artist, but I love this game so much. Surprisingly, the
game is layered - there's stuff to find that you don't realise from the get go.

The other day, I found an aerial work platform (scissor lift). Really cool to use to move around and reach high places.

I love just cranking some tunes on the boombox and painting on the wall - so chillaxin'.. I'm a huge fan of Tycoon games.
RollerCoaster Tycoon and Zoo Tycoon are classics. Countless hours were casually spent pleasing my guests and making money
off their happiness in my park/zoo.

Party Hard Tycoon comes nowhere near the aforementioned games. The severe lack of instruction and management features are
this game's downfall. The tutorial is all text based and hard to understand unless you've already played the game. Also, if you
skip the tutorial, there's no way to go back, so you'll have to start a new game to review it.

One of the most enjoyable things about tycoon games is the fine level of management/information and the ability to pause the
game and make corrections to your build to increase the happiness of your guests. None of this is present in the game. Once you
put your party into motion you're forced to helplessly watch it fail.

As it currently stands in Early Access, I could not suggest purchasing it - even with a 30% off coupon on top of the already
discounted (10%) price.

Below is a link to my review video for Party Hard Tycoon. I could have made the video a lot longer by outlining all the
annoyances and lacking features. However, I was able to encompass all of the frustration I encountered in the 2 hours of my life
I wasted on this game - in 34 seconds.

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/PrT8Zq6raD8. A good friend of mine recommended this game to me, so I checked it out.

This game best reminds me of Mega Man X8 on the PS2(PlayStation 2). Both playable characters in this game are a unique mix
of all 3 main characters in Mega Man X8 (X, Zero, and Axl). With Axl's 360 degree firing ability, Zero's ability to double jump,
and X's ability to upgrade himself.

The game can be challenging at times, but it's never so difficult that it seems impossible to complete.

There are a lot of hidden items and secrets to find and a few alternate routs.

I used an Xbox Once controller with this game with no problems since it had a pre-setup profile for the controller built into the
game right from the start.

Overall I've found this game to be a great game, and a good example of how to do a Mega Man X game right!

If your a fan of the Mega Man X series, or just a fan of the Mega Man franchise in general, then you can't go wrong with
picking this one up. And that's my 2 cents.. Buy it..if you like wasting time on moving a small box over a bunch of lines.
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